Testimonials
I Mr, Ramesh kute Sr.teacher Atsamata Mandir
Thank you and your staff in abundance for giving me a golden opportunity for giving me to judge a
Marathi Recitation competition this was indeed a great invitation by the school management that must
be followed by others. All the participants presented classic poem with
correct pronunciation and expressive intonations. Although the
participants were from non-Marathi background their love and mastery
over Marathi is very significant. The effort taken by staff to prepare the
students and present online program is praise worthy. with such great
initiatives your esteem institute is sure to rise up to great success in
future.
Ramesh Kute.
I, Mrs Anuradha Kamat ,from S P D SAMANT VIDYALAYA ENG PRI KURLA,
thank you all for giving me a wonderful opportunity of judging Marathi
Elocution and Recitation Competition .. Though Marathi is not the mother
tongue of your students and parents yet there was a over whelming response
and students came up with very interesting topics for elocution and selection
of poem was outstanding ..All were chosen with lot of search and memorized
and presented very lively .. That made it so difficult for me to rank the
participants .. Excellent performances that resulted out of hard work of
parents students and teachers .. Even the online competition was arranged
and anchored very impressively
Anuradha Kamat
"AL Salam Academy is much more than a School"
In this year of pandemic , I had the privilege of judging a Preschool Elocution cum Fancy Dress
Competition of AL Salam Academy.
When this pandemic began, schools were given little or no notice to shift very quickly to E-learning or
Virtual Learning.
Teachers with little or no training, had no time to Reinvent Lessons for an already planned curriculum,
learn new technologies and figure out how to implement the program with teachers and students
communicating from home.
Inspite of all these challenges, this Virtual Competition was well planned and executed, with great
enthusiasm.
There was visible excitement among the students and the teachers.
I am thankful to all, for including me, in their journey of Virtual Learning and
Extend my Congratulations, also Hope to see many more such successful programs in the future.
Manali Surve
I Want to thank all the parents all the teachers of Al Salam English School for the hard work they put in
for the online session, explaining everything in a detail manner each day. Preparing lessons, making kids
learn through fun all through distance learning. It is very difficult to teach such small kids online.
However you all are making sure that each kid gets get proper attention and the learning is smooth. I
really appreciate the fact that focus is not just on finishing the syllabus but also ensuring that each kid is
learning properly. The kids are also enjoying the co curriculum activities which are taking place along
with the main subjects.
With Regards from
Firoz Ahmed Chaudhry( parent)

